HDL-Bound Sphingosine 1-Phosphate (S1P) Predicts the Severity of Coronary Artery Atherosclerosis
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Abstract
Background: We have recently demonstrated a reduction in HDL-bound sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) in patients with stable coronary artery disease (CAD). In the current study, we tested whether HDL-associated S1P is predictive for the degree of coronary stenosis, restenosis and overall CAD severity on follow up in patients undergoing elective percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Methods: Coronary angiography of patients with CAD (n=59) undergoing elective PCI and presenting for a follow up after 6 months (n=48) was graded for disease severity defined clinically as 1- or multi-vessel disease. Target lesion stenosis was quantified by quantitative coronary angiography (QCA). S1P in plasma and isolated HDL were measured by mass spectrometry in the initial samples and in 32 available follow up samples. Results: HDL-bound S1P levels remained stable over time and correlated closely at first visit and follow up. While not associated with the extent of target lesion stenosis or restenosis, HDL-bound S1P correlated negatively with the overall severity of CAD and discriminated 1-vessel-disease from multi-vessel disease. Furthermore, low HDL-bound S1P was predictive for CAD extent. Conclusion: In stable CAD, HDL-bound S1P does not predict the degree of stenosis or restenosis of the target lesion but constitutes a marker of clinically defined disease burden.
Introduction

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the clinical manifestation of atherosclerosis of the coronary artery vascular bed. The disease eventually leads to acute coronary syndromes and ischemic heart disease, and caused 13.3% of all deaths worldwide in 2010 [1]. Among all risk factors for CAD, dyslipidemia plays a crucial role. Its hallmarks are elevated plasma levels of low density-lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and decreased levels of high density-lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C). In fact, plasma HDL-C levels are known as epidemiologically negative predictors of CAD [2, 3]. Mechanistically, the main anti-atherogenic function of HDL is the reverse cholesterol transport from peripheral tissues to the liver for excretion with the bile [4]. However, several other potentially atheroprotective mechanisms of HDL have been discussed [5]. As HDL are complex particles composed of dozens of proteins and hundreds of different lipids, much attention has been given to the molecular entities inside HDL that mediate individual biological effects. We and others have identified the biologically active sphingolipid sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) that is contained in HDL to be responsible for several of their potentially vaso- and cardioprotective functions [6-11]. Recently, we have demonstrated that the plasma S1P levels are elevated and that its distribution shifted from HDL towards non-HDL-carriers in stable CAD and acute myocardial infarction [12]. Earlier, total serum S1P has been identified as a predictor of the presence of CAD and the severity of coronary artery stenosis [13].

In the current study, we have tested whether HDL-bound plasma S1P was predictive of CAD extent or stenosis severity of the coronary arteries in a cohort of patients undergoing elective percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Our results demonstrate that the S1P distribution between HDL and other carriers was able to discriminate patients according to the extent of the underlying disease and to predict disease extent. Nevertheless, there was no association with the severity of stenosis and restenosis. We also performed measurements of S1P on follow-up, allowing for the first time the monitoring of S1P distribution in plasma in CAD over time.

Materials and Methods

Study participants

From 2006 to 2007, consecutive patients presenting with stable coronary artery disease (CAD) for elective percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) at the Clinic of Cardiology, West German Heart Center, University Hospital Essen, were invited to participate in the study on the day before PCI procedure. Patients were included in the study if they were >18 years of age and had stable cardiac symptoms over the last 6 months. Exclusion criteria were unstable angina pectoris and renal insufficiency (calculated GFR <60 ml/min/1.73m²). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (protocol no. 06-2965).

Follow up

In case a participant visited the Clinic of Cardiology after the initial visit again either as an outpatient or for invasive coronary artery treatment, this visit was considered the “follow up visit” of the respective participant. Time to re-visit was taken as “time to follow up”. A blood sample was collected during this visit either during outpatient stay or on the morning following PCI if another PCI was performed, and was classified “follow up sample”.

Blood sampling and processing

Blood was drawn from a peripheral vein into vacuum tubes containing 1.6mg EDTA/mL to prevent clot formation during a routine blood sampling on the morning following PCI. Plasma was generated by centrifugation and frozen at -80°C until further processing. High density- lipoproteins (HDL) were isolated...
by sequential density gradient ultracentrifugation according to their density of 1.069–1.21 g/mL, following an established protocol [12]. In plasma and in isolated HDL, the levels of HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) and cholesterol, respectively, were determined in the central laboratory of the University Hospital Essen (cholesterol: Advia Chemistry Systems, coefficient of variance (CV) 1.45%, HDL-C: Advia Chemistry Systems DHDL, CV 2.36%, Bayer Health Care, Germany). Sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) was determined in plasma and in isolated HDL by LCMS as described [12].

**Parameters of S1P distribution in plasma**

From the parameters measured (HDL-C and S1P in plasma; cholesterol and S1P in isolated HDL), we calculated several derived parameters as described previously [12]: HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL], non-HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL], fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P, fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P, HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mg HDL-C], and the proportion of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P to HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma [mg/mL].

**Percutaneous coronary intervention and severity of coronary artery disease**

Patients were classified as having 1-, 2- or 3-vessel disease by the investigator performing the PCI procedure. A coronary artery was termed diseased if a previous coronary intervention (PCI or bypass surgery) had been performed in this vessel or if plaques were visible on the angiograms taken during PCI. Quantitative coronary angiography (QCA, QCA-CMS 5.0, MEDIS, The Netherlands) of the target lesion was performed on angiograms taken prior to and after angioplasty and, if applicable, during a follow up visit. For quantification of lesion severity, the angiogram presenting the most severe presentation of the lesion prior to intervention was chosen. For subsequent analyses, angiograms showing the same view were used. The reference vessel diameter [mm], the minimal luminal diameter [mm], the percent diameter stenosis [%] and the stenosis area [%] of the target lesions were recorded prior to and after angioplasty. The same parameters of the target lesion were obtained on the angiograms taken during follow up visit. Lumen loss at follow up [mm] was defined as the difference of the minimal luminal diameter after the intervention and the minimal luminal diameter at follow up. The percent diameter restenosis [%] was the difference of the percent diameter stenosis after the intervention and the percent diameter stenosis at follow up. Binary restenosis rate was defined as the rate of percent diameter restenosis ≥50% [14].

**Data management**

Patients’ data of risk factors and laboratory values of the initial visit and the follow up visit were collected from the hospital’s patients recording system. Percutaneous coronary interventions, QCA analyses, collection and analysis of patients’ data and all experimental procedures were performed by investigators blinded to the results of the S1P measurements.

**Statistics**

Data are expressed by median (minimum – maximum) for continuous variables and frequency count and percentage for qualitative variables. As most of the S1P-related parameters with the exception of plasma S1P and HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P were non-normally distributed (data not shown), Mann-Whitney-rank-sum test for non-parametric data was used for the comparison of groups. Spearman’s rank-order correlation was used to test for any association of variables. The results of the tests for association are presented as correlation coefficient r and the P value. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves (assuming non-parametric distribution) were calculated for each S1P-related parameter to evaluate its ability to categorize patients into groups with different grades of CAD severity. The results presented are the areas under the curve, the standard error of the mean, the P values and the 95% confidence interval. S1P parameters positive for discriminating CAD grades in the ROC analysis (AUC ≥0.70, P<0.05) were dichotomized at the cut-off levels calculated by Youden index. The dichotomized variables were then entered into a logistic regression analysis to predict the dependent variable “severity of coronary obstruction” on the basis of the cut-off levels. P-values are understood to be strictly descriptive. Statistical significance was assumed for P<0.05. All analyses and graphs were performed with SPSS 18.0.
Results

Study population
The patient group consisted of 59 patients (14 female (24%) and 45 male (76%)). Median age was 65 years. Fifty three patients (90%) suffered from known coronary artery disease (CAD), and 16 patients (27%) had a history of coronary bypass surgery. The patients' demographic and clinical data are presented in Table 1.

S1P levels in plasma, isolated HDL and associated with the HDL fraction in plasma
Total plasma sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) of all patients was 245 pmol/mL (Table 2). The S1P content of high density-lipoproteins (HDL) isolated from the same plasma was 455 pmol/mg cholesterol and 117 pmol/mg protein (Table 2), confirming values obtained by us in patients with CAD in a preceding study [12]. In further agreement, the majority of plasma S1P was associated with plasma HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C; 92%). To account for different plasma HDL-C concentrations, absolute values for HDL-associated plasma S1P (215 pmol/mL plasma) were normalized to HDL-C levels, resulting in 451 pmol/mg of plasma HDL-C. In comparison, S1P not associated with HDL was low (14 pmol/mL). The plasma levels of HDL-C were closely correlated to the levels of HDL-bound plasma S1P (r=0.51, P<0.01) as well as to the fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P (r=0.27, P=0.04). The S1P content in isolated HDL (117 pmol/mg protein) was positively correlated to total plasma S1P levels (r=0.3, P=0.02). All parameters are shown in detail in Table 2.

Extent of coronary artery disease and characteristics of coronary intervention procedure
Of the study patients, 16 (27%) had a 1-vessel-disease, 15 (25%) had a 2-vessel-disease, and 28 (47%) had a 3-vessel-disease. The latter two patient groups were defined as group with multi-vessel disease (n=43, 73%). During the percutaneous coronary intervention procedure (PCI), 67 lesions were identified and treated by implantation of 88 stents. The distribution of target lesions within the coronary system is shown in Table 1. During the procedure, pre-dilation was performed in 22 (37%) patients, post-dilation in 13 (22%) patients, intravascular ultrasound in 18 (32%) patients prior to and in 23 (40%) patients post PCI. There was no association of any S1P-related parameters with cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) before or 12 hours after PCI (0.01ng/mL (0.00 – 0.08) and 0.05ng/mL (0.00 – 2.92), respectively) excluding PCI related [15] or ischemia-related [12] changes of plasma S1P.

No association between stenosis of the individual target lesion and the S1P content of plasma or HDL
The initial coronary angiography revealed total coronary artery occlusion in three cases, while all other target lesions were coronary artery stenoses. The detailed results of the quantitative coronary angiography (QCA) of the target lesions are shown in Table 3. To test for an association between luminal obstruction and S1P-related parameters, we correlated each of them with the QCA results of the target lesion. Neither the S1P content in HDL nor any of the other S1P-related parameters were associated with the QCA measurements of the target lesion (data not shown).

Negative association of overall CAD severity (defined as 1-vessel disease compared to multi-vessel disease) and the levels of HDL-bound plasma S1P
Previously, serum S1P levels have been reported to be predictive for a coronary obstruction score defined by Deutschman et al. [13]. We tested whether any of the S1P-related parameters including plasma S1P were predictive for overall CAD severity that was defined as the clinically used classification of 1-vessel disease (1-VD, plaques angiographically detected in only one coronary artery disease) or multi-vessel disease (multi-VD, plaques angiographically detected in 2 or 3 coronary arteries).

Total plasma S1P was comparable among both CAD groups (1-VD: 225 pmol/mL, multi-VD: 230 pmol/mL; Table 4). However, patients with multi-VD had lower HDL-bound plasma
S1P (194pmol/mL) than patients with 1-VD (248pmol/mL, P<0.05; Fig. 1). Accordingly, they had higher non-HDL-bound plasma S1P levels (41pmol/mL) than patients with 1-VD (27pmol/mL, P<0.05).

Table 1. Demographical and clinical data of the study population at the time of percutaneous coronary intervention. CABG – coronary artery bypass graft. CAD – coronary artery disease. CCS – Canadian Cardiovascular Score. Note: CCS-classification was available for 58 patients only, thus CCS data are given as the number of positive observations and the percentage of total recorded counts of observation. Continuous variables are presented as median (minimum – maximum), qualitative variables are given as number and percentage.

Table 2. Levels of sphingosine 1-phosphate in high density-lipoproteins and in plasma at first visit and follow up. HDL – high density-lipoproteins, HDL-C – high density-lipoprotein cholesterol, S1P – sphingosine 1-phosphate. Plasma was generated from peripheral venous blood drawn 12 hours after PCI at index intervention or at follow up, and HDL were isolated. HDL-C, S1P, and HDL-cholesterol were determined as described. Data are shown as median (minimum – maximum). * P<0.01 vs. levels at first visit.

Table 3. QCA measurements of the target lesions before and after percutaneous coronary intervention at the first visit and at follow up. PCI – percutaneous coronary intervention, QCA – quantitative coronary angiography. The definition of the QCA parameters is given in the methodology section. Data are shown as median (minimum – maximum). * P<0.01 vs. results after PCI at first visit.
In addition, multi-VD was associated with a lower fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P than 1-VD (0.8 vs. 1.1, P<0.05), but with a higher fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P (0.2 vs. -0.1 in 1-VD, P<0.05). Furthermore, patients with multi-VD had lower HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P than patients with 1-VD (418pmol/mg vs. 534pmol/mg, Fig. 1). Finally, their proportion of non-HDL-bound to HDL-bound plasma S1P was higher (0.1mg/mL vs. -0.05mg/mL, P<0.05). All parameters are shown in detail in Table 4.

Table 4. S1P-related parameters in patients with 1-vessel disease or multi-vessel (2-vessel- or 3-vessel)-disease. HDL – high density-lipoproteins, HDL-C – high density-lipoprotein cholesterol, S1P – sphingosine 1-phosphate. Plasma was generated from peripheral venous blood drawn 12 hours after PCI, and HDL were isolated. HDL-C, S1P, and HDL-cholesterol were determined as described. Data are shown as median (minimum – maximum). * P<0.05 vs. 1-vessel disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1-vessel disease (n=16)</th>
<th>multi-vessel disease (n=43)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1P in HDL/cholesterol in HDL [pmol/mg]</td>
<td>534 (308 – 811)</td>
<td>420 (62 – 1803)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1P in HDL/protein in HDL [pmol/mg]</td>
<td>131 (72 – 254)</td>
<td>110 (20 – 292)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>225 (180 – 350)</td>
<td>230 (85 – 395)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>248 (108 – 609)</td>
<td>194 (25 – 1149) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>-27 (-259 – 207)</td>
<td>41 (-929 – 265) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>-0.1 (-0.7 – 0.7)</td>
<td>0.2 (-0.4 – 0.9) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>1.1 (0.3 – 1.7)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.1 – 5.2) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mg]</td>
<td>534 (308 – 811)</td>
<td>418 (62 – 1803)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-bound plasma S1P:HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [mg/mL]</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.3 – 0.6)</td>
<td>0.1 (-0.5 – 4.3) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma HDL-C [mg/mL]</td>
<td>0.48 (0.27 – 0.78)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.25 – 0.74)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. ROC analysis of S1P-related parameters in patients with 1-vessel disease or multi-vessel (2-vessel- or 3-vessel)-disease. AUC – area under the curve, HDL – high density-lipoproteins, HDL-C – high density-lipoprotein cholesterol, P – P-value, ROC – receiver operating curve, SE – standard error, S1P – sphingosine 1-phosphate, 95% CI – 95% confidence interval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.58 – 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.59 – 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.57 – 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.57 – 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mg]</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.49 – 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P:HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [mg/mL]</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.58 – 0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, multi-VD was associated with a lower fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P than 1-VD (0.8 vs. 1.1, P<0.05), but with a higher fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P (0.2 vs. -0.1 in 1-VD, P<0.05). Furthermore, patients with multi-VD had lower HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P than patients with 1-VD (418pmol/mg vs. 534pmol/mg, Fig. 1). Finally, their proportion of non-HDL-bound to HDL-bound plasma S1P was higher (0.1mg/mL vs. -0.05mg/mL, P<0.05). All parameters are shown in detail in Table 4.
HDL-bound plasma S1P discriminates patients with 1-vessel-disease from patients with multi-vessel-disease.

We then tested whether the S1P-related parameters identified above could discriminate patient groups according to disease severity.

In the ROC analysis, both HDL-bound and non-HDL-bound plasma S1P discriminated patients with 1-VD from those with multi-VD (Fig. 2 and Table 5). More patients with 1-VD than multi-VD had HDL-bound plasma S1P levels higher than the cut-off value of 226 pmol/mL, or levels of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P below the cut-off value of 32 pmol/mL (Table 6). Thus, the odds ratio for having multi-VD was 0.13 when HDL-bound plasma S1P was above the cut-off level and 9.33 when non-HDL-bound plasma S1P was above the cut-off level (Table 6).
In addition, the fractions of both HDL-bound and non-HDL-bound plasma S1P discriminated patients with 1-VD from those with multi-VD in the ROC analysis (Fig. 2 and Table 5). More patients with 1-VD than with multi-VD had the fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P levels higher than the cut-off value of 0.85 pmol/mL (94% vs. 48%, Table 6), but levels of the fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P below the cut-off value of 0.15 pmol/mL (6% vs. 52%, Table 6). The odds ratio for having multi-VD was 0.06 when the fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P was above the cut-off level, but 16.5 when the fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P was above the cut-off level (Table 6).

Finally, the proportion of non HDL-bound to HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P was discriminative for 1-VD from multi-VD as well (Fig. 2 and Table 5). Patients with 1-VD were less likely (6%) to have levels higher than the cut-off value of 0.1 mg/mL than patients with multi-VD (50%, Table 6). Thus, the odds ratio for having multi-VD was 15.0 when the proportion of non-HDL-bound to HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P was above the cut-off level (Table 6).

**Patient group of the follow up visit**

In 48 patients of the 59 study patients (81%) an angiography was performed within the following 6 months (1-18 months) for various reasons (“follow up visit”). Results of S1P measurements in HDL and in plasma could be obtained of 32 patients of this group (54% of the initial study population; Table 2). Using the follow up angiograms, 52 (78%) of the initially treated lesions were analyzed by QCA again (Table 3).

**S1P-related parameters at first visit and at follow up are closely associated**

Total plasma S1P and HDL-C levels were similar on first and follow up visit. None of the other parameters delineated above had changed at follow up with one remarkable exception: The fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P was decreased and that of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P was increased at follow up (Table 2). Similar to the first visit, plasma HDL-C closely correlated with HDL-bound plasma S1P (r = 0.69, P < 0.01), but this time, it also correlated with total plasma S1P (r = 0.4, P = 0.04). As at the first visit, the S1P content in isolated HDL (153 pmol/mg protein) was positively correlated to total plasma S1P levels (r = 0.48, P < 0.01) and negatively to non-HDL-bound S1P (r = -0.39, P = 0.03).

Furthermore, the following parameters correlated between first visit and follow up: HDL-bound plasma S1P, non-HDL-bound plasma S1P, HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P and the proportion of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P: HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P. This may be due to the strong positive correlation of plasma HDL-C between first and follow up visit (r = 0.80, P < 0.01). The detailed results are presented in Table 7 and Fig. 3.

### Table 7. Correlations of the levels of the different S1P-related parameters of the first visit with the levels of the follow up visit. HDL - high density-lipoproteins, HDL-C - high density-lipoprotein cholesterol, S1P - sphingosine 1-phosphate. The correlation coefficients for each pair of variables “levels at first visit – levels at follow up visit” are shown. * P<0.01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coefficient of the correlation “first visit – follow up visit”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1P in HDL/cholesterol in HDL [pmol/mg]</td>
<td>0.47 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-bound plasma S1P [pmol/mL]</td>
<td>0.35 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of non-HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of HDL-bound plasma S1P</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-HDL-bound plasma S1P: HDL-C normalized HDL-bound plasma S1P [mg/mL]</td>
<td>0.36 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S1P-related parameters are not associated with the development of angiographic restenosis

The QCA analysis of the target lesions on the follow up angiograms revealed a very modest degree of restenosis due to the exclusive use of drug-eluting stents (lumen loss of 0.32mm and a percent diameter of restenosis of 3.89%). Only one lesion had a restenosis >50%, and the binary restenosis rate was 1.5%. The results of the QCA of the target lesion at follow up are presented in detail in Table 3. None of the S1P parameters at the time of enrolment were associated with lumen loss, percent restenosis or any other QCA results at follow up.

Discussion

Plasma HDL-C levels are epidemiologically negative predictors of coronary artery atherosclerosis [2, 3]. Therapeutic short-term administration of reconstituted HDL in patients with acute coronary syndromes resulted in coronary plaque stabilization or even regression [16, 17]. Currently, there are studies under way to test for effects of reconstituted HDL on...
plaque development in stable patients [18]. However, it is not the level of plasma HDL-C alone that is protective against atherosclerosis. The metabolic changes in atherosclerosis are known to alter several important HDL functions, which has led to the definition of a functionally impaired or "dysfunctional" HDL particle [19]. There is clear evidence that HDL functionality is of major importance for its atheroprotective effects [20]. Among other constituents, S1P has been shown to be an important mediator of several potentially anti-atherogenic properties of HDL (reviewed in [21]).

In the current study we demonstrate for the first time that plasma S1P bound to HDL but not total plasma S1P per se is negatively associated with the overall severity of CAD and thus constitutes a predictive marker for disease burden. A previous study has shown an association of serum S1P with the extent of coronary obstruction [13] but two important differences to our study should be noted: i) we classified CAD severity by 1-vessel-disease compared to multi-vessel disease (2-vessel- or 3-vessel-disease as routinely used in the clinic), while Deutschman et al. used an arbitrarily set 'coronary score', and ii) we measured plasma S1P instead of serum S1P as platelet activation leads to S1P release and may be a confounding factor. In the present study, we included a cohort of patients with demographic and risk factors typical for patients with stable CAD. Levels of S1P in plasma (both total and bound to HDL or other carriers) were comparable to another population of CAD patients studied earlier by us [12]. As demonstrated before in patients with stable CAD [12], S1P in plasma was bound mainly to HDL also in a population with clinically symptomatic atherosclerosis as studied here.

Our data show that HDL-bound plasma S1P allowed the discrimination of limited disease extent from more severe extent of coronary plaque burden. One interpretation might be that at least the amounts of plasma S1P that are bound to HDL found in this study as cut-off values to discriminate 1-VD from multi-VD are the necessary amount to prevent "spreading" of atherosclerosis. It would be extremely interesting to compare these values in a control group consisting of patients with risk factors for CAD but without manifest atherosclerosis with a group with 1-VD to evaluate whether they might not only prevent "spreading", but altogether the development of atherosclerosis. We did not observe any association of plasma S1P levels with cardiac troponin I after PCI as described by others [15], excluding cardiac ischemia inflicted by PCI as a confounding factor.

The second major finding of our study was that neither HDL-bound plasma S1P nor any of the other S1P-related parameters were associated with the size of the individual lesion that required intervention (with lumen narrowing on QCA being the surrogate marker for the extent of the targeted plaque). QCA analysis measures the lumen dimensions of a vessel in absolute values and relative to a "healthy" reference segment of the vessel, but does not allow the calculation of the actual plaques volume or composition. Specifically the plaque composition would be of true interest in regard to possible protective effects of HDL-bound S1P considering the experimentally proven plaque stabilizing properties of HDL mimetics [22] or apolipoprotein AIeluate-based HDL-like lipoproteins [23-25]. Another relevant point is that the mechanisms leading to clinical symptoms of ischemia in stable CAD – and attributed angiographically to a distinct coronary plaque subsequently treated by PCI – are rather multi-facetted [26]. Thus the PCI treatment of a lesion identified as a culprit for symptoms in stable CAD is not directly related to acute ongoing plaque growth or composition. Therefore, the association of HDL-bound plasma S1P with disease burden rather than with individual stenosis might be the more significant one and could define a novel marker for "general plaque burden".

The third major observation of our study was the remarkable stability of all measured S1P-related parameters including HDL-bound plasma S1P over the follow up period for 6 months. All parameters correlated closely between first visit and follow up after PCI. This and the lack of any relationship to the degree of restenosis argue against a linear relationship of S1P or its carriers on plaque development. The importance of HDL as the main binding partner of S1P in plasma was demonstrated by the correlation of plasma HDL-C with HDL-bound plasma S1P at first visit and follow up. The negative correlation of S1P within isolated
HDL (expressed as pmol per mg protein or cholesterol) to non-HDL-bound plasma S1P also suggests that HDL may be "actively" acquiring S1P. There was a strong correlation of plasma HDL-C levels at first visit and follow up, and a clear correlation of HDL-bound plasma S1P with HDL-C. Altogether, these results demonstrate that high plasma HDL-C as a surrogate for HDL particle number is important to achieve high levels of HDL-bound plasma S1P. This is the first study presenting follow up data of the distribution of S1P in plasma in patients with stable CAD. There is so far only one other study addressing this [27], but it looked at patients with myocardial infarction and plasma S1P levels only.

**Limitations**

This is a retrospective, observational study that has, therefore, several limitations. The findings were derived from a well defined cohort of patients and may not hold for other populations with different characteristics. As 90% of the patients had CAD already known prior to PCI, the time of plaque development at the site of intervention was unknown. Therefore, the results do not allow any conclusions in respect to patients with newly diagnosed or newly developing CAD. The extent of the CAD was defined by the operator performing the PCI procedure but was not based on standardized procedures. However, the operator was blinded to the patients' participation in the study and the biochemical results and decided by angiogram and patient's history only. We have studied the development of in-stent-restenosis instead of plaque development in native vessels, as the latter is not feasible in a study involving human subjects. In the restenosis part of the study, we observed a very low restenosis rate (diameter of restenosis 3.89%, binary restenosis rate 1.5%). This is not surprising, considering that the majority of lesions had been treated with drug eluting stents, and that the patients had received optimal medical therapy after the procedure (although it complies well with published results [14]). However, patients were asked to participate in the study prior to intervention so that the type of stent implanted was not known beforehand. Finally, intravascular ultrasound or virtual histology might have allowed to associate S1P-related parameters with plaque characteristics, but were unfortunately not available in the majority of the cases. Altogether this study includes a typical population of patients with stable coronary artery disease treated according to clinical standards and therefore represents "real life" conditions.
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